ERNEST FELIX BEUTLER
Son of Felix & Margaritha Beutler
Second of 9 children

THE ERNEST AND PEARL BEUTLER FAMILY FARM STORY, excerpts

ERNEST & PEARL BEUTLER FAMILY – 1956
(L to R) Melvin Ernest, 9; Ruth Ann, 14; Garth, 1; Mamma, 47;
Lloyd, 16; Wesley, 5; Daddy, 52; Mark, 17; Ione & Ivan, 12; Lois, 7

ERNEST & PEARL BEUTLER FAMILY – 1959
(L-R) Top Top Row: Mark Johnson 20, Ruth Ann 17, Ivan Felix & Ione 15,
Lloyd Johnson 19, Melvin Ernest 12 Bottom Row: Lois 10, Garth Peter 4
(dad) Ernest Felix 55, (mamma) Mary Pearl 50, George Wesley 8
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ERNEST F. BEUTLER FAMILY FARM; Dayton, Franklin County, Idaho; 1963

FAMILY PRAYER

FAMILY PRAYER
(Mark) In our home we did have family prayer every morning before school when Dad came in from
chores. During the summers we’d eat together and we’d always have prayers before we went to the
fields. Dad called on family members to pray but he pretty well had us take turns. He certainly said
some long prayers; I think we often hoped it would be someone other than Dad because when he
prayed he blessed everything and everyone. I look back on that and think we were certainly privileged
to have a father talk to the Lord as Dad did.
(Melvin) Some school mornings when we were having family prayer around the kitchen table, with
the chair backs turned to the table, and it was time for the bus one of the little kids watched out of the
north living room window. We’d hear, “The bus is at Nuffers! The bus is over to Uncle Walt’s! The
bus is leaving Uncle Walt’s! The bus is halfway through the grain field!” Then we school children
would quietly stand up and run out the lane for the bus, leaving Daddy still praying.
(Ivan tells this experience about Uncle James Stevenson, the nonmember husband of Mamma’s sister,
Aunt June, as told in later years by his oldest daughter, our cousin Amy. She was about Melvin’s age.)
“We were visiting Aunt Pearl and Uncle Ernest in Idaho. Uncle Ernest and the boys came in from
milking the cows and called everyone for breakfast. We went to sit down, but you kids said, “No, not
yet.” Uncle Ernest said we’d kneel down for family prayer, and like clockwork, all those kitchen
chairs were turned around with their backs to the table. My father had never prayed! “I kind of looked
at him to see what he would do and for the first time in my life, I saw my father drop to his knees to
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join in prayer.” (Ivan) That’s how Dad was, “I can’t tell you what to do, but in my home, this is what
we do and you are welcome to join us.”
--------------------------------------------------------------------------A Sugar Beet Story— DAD’S FOOT INJURY, 12 September 1960 (Ivan) I had just started my
junior year in high school, Fall 1960, at the age of 16 and had spent an exciting day with the students
of West Side High School on Rattlesnake Mountain applying limestone to make the “W S” on the
mountain. The school bus delivered us home as usual at the end of the school day. We kids came home
expecting everything to be as usual, but little did we know that we were in for a big change. As we
rounded the corner to enter the house back door, I noticed that our green Chevy farm truck was parked
with the door opened in the turn-around in front of the barn. That was odd because Dad never left
doors opened or machinery in the middle of the turn-about. I thought he was not parked, but on his
way somewhere and expected to see him inside the house. However, he was not in the house and
neither was Mom. There was not a note on the table, so I went out to see if Dad was in the barnyard.
As I passed the garage, I saw Dad’s shoe sitting there ripped wide open with a pool of blood in it. I
went to the truck and there was more blood on the running board and on the floor of the cab. Now I
was in a panic!
We called the hospital to learn that Dad had been helping with cleanup on the new Dayton Ward
church house. They had been hauling debris from the building site in preparation for landscaping. It
was the last load and Dad was at the dump. Beginning to unload, he had engaged the pump to lift and
dump the load. Then he stepped out of the truck as the bed was lifting. The truck seemed appropriately
located, so he turned to step up into the truck. Just then he felt a sharp pain in his foot and his first
thought was that someone had accidentally shot him in the foot. Actually, what had happened was that
the power-take-off shaft from the engine to the hydraulic pump had detached at the universal joint, and
had swung around and struck Dad’s foot. He looked to his foot and saw his shoe was torn open and
nearly ripped off. He got in the truck and drove home, got Mom and headed to the hospital. That’s
where we found them when I was summoned to the hospital.
At the hospital, Mom told me that they were preparing to leave for the Logan Hospital, so I received
instructions from Dad who spoke in an unusual low faint-toned voice, “Ivan, tomorrow morning at
3:30 a.m. our last water turn starts. Put the water on the harvested barley field with the young alfalfa
below the top beet patch by the three large willow trees, then when you’re ready to receive the water
switch to irrigating the sugar beets. It’s our last water turn for the season, so don’t over water. Keep
moving across the beet patch; it will go quickly. The milk cows, Rose and Millie, need to be
inseminated. You’ll need to keep your eye on Brindle as well. She should soon come in heat. I don’t
think I’ll be home for the coming beet harvest so it will be up to you and Melvin to work with Walt
and Sheldon to get the sugar beets harvested.” I had walked into the hospital anxious, and now I was
walking out heavily laden with the responsibility to run the farm. I knew we would never be able to
replace Dad, but I felt confident that Melvin, 13, and I could get the essential work accomplished with
the help of Uncle Walter and cousin Sheldon, almost 16.
The next day I took the water turn irrigating beets all day; Melvin did the morning milking. I could see
the distant image of my schoolmates completing the “W S” on the side of Rattlesnake Mountain. Each
day before school, Melvin and I would arise at 5:00 a.m. to get the milking started. At 6:45 a.m.
Melvin would leave me to finish up in the barn and quickly eat the breakfast Mom had prepared; then
he’d join Paul Bingham in a cross-country jog and workout for track. In the evening I would stay at
school for football practice and Melvin would do the milking with the help of Wesley, age 9. Soon it
was time to harvest the sugar beets. I helped Uncle Walt and Sheldon hookup and prepare the beet
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topper. I was so grateful that Uncle Walt was there to give leadership for the harvest. We started
topping the end rows on the beet patch west of the canal between our home and Uncle Walt’s. I took
the first truckload to the sugar beet factory in Whitney since they were not yet quite ready to receive
them at the Dayton railroad beet dump. When I returned, the beet topper was idle. Sheldon and Uncle
Walter were not there! I assumed they’d gone early to dinner so I went to dinner as well. Before I had
finished dinner, Sheldon came with the bad news that Uncle Walt was at the hospital and was being
moved to Salt Lake! I thought he was kidding! Finally Sheldon convinced me that the impossible had
happened! It would be Sheldon, Melvin and me, who would harvest this year’s sugar beet crop. It
turned out that Uncle Walt had been cleaning the pick-up wheel on our Marbeet Topper with the pick
on the end of his beet knife. Contrary to his customary prudence for safety, Uncle Walt had left the
wrist strap on his knife around his wrist making it impossible to let go when the knife got caught
between a couple of the pick-up teeth. As the tractor rolled forward it pulled his hand into the two
rotating disc blades and cut between his index and middle fingers up nearly to his wrist. Now Uncle
Walt, Dad (Ernest), and Uncle Goff Schwartz (who had helped with the harvest of our beets for the last
several years) were all in hospital beds in Salt Lake City. Uncle Goff was in the Veterans hospital for a
long awaited double hernia repair. (The first hernia had gone well, but the second one nearly took his
life; he eventually survived it and lived some 35 or so more years.) Dad did not stay at the Logan
hospital, but was sent directly to Salt Lake. Now Uncle Walt was at that same hospital as Dad for
surgery with awful hand pain. Since all of the grown-ups were in Salt Lake hospitals and our
immediate older siblings, Mark, Lloyd, and Henry were on missions, it was all up to Sheldon 16,
Melvin 13½, and me (Ivan) 16½ to harvest our entire sugar beet crops!
We succeeded in completing Uncle Walt and Dad’s sugar beet harvest! Melvin and I would start
milking early. About 6:30 or so I would leave Melvin to finish chores; I would eat breakfast and go get
the topper started. Wesley, 9, would follow the topper to pick-up stray beets, and Sheldon would
usually get his chores completed and start hauling or “spill me off” to haul before the last outfit was
loaded. We were still using the old beet wagons as backup between truckloads and tire repairs seemed
frequent. I remember going over to O.K. Tire in Preston. Earl Kirkbride (from Dayton) treated us very
well and tried to move our work to the front of the line. “These boys are doing men’s work and need a
break,” he would tell the other customers if they seemed amenable. I felt of worth and was encouraged
by Brother Kirkbride. We were only boys, but by our fathers we had been taught to do the work of
men. Well that is, we did the work, but forgot about keeping good records, and Dad returned in the
spring to a dairy herd of cows coming with calves, but it was anybody’s guess just when the cows
would actually freshen. With the exception of such details, we had done quite a work!
At the hospital, Dr. Hess told Dad the bones on the top of his foot above the arch were not only broken,
but also a large section of them had been cut out and were missing. He indicated that this would
require a bone graft and then later, a skin graft, but Dad asked if the bone would not grow back in and
heal of its own accord. Dr. Hess indicated that it had never done so in his experience or to his
knowledge to someone of Dad’s age (56) and that a bone graph would simply be necessary. Then he
learned about the faith of a simple farmer, one of the Lord’s “mighty men” who labored with his might
for the welfare of his growing family. Dad said, “You are a high priest and so am I. We know that
miracles do happen, and no bone graft will be necessary!” Dr. Hess said he believed in miracles, but
they’d wait and see, since they would need to string up the toes and wire them out in their normal
position while the wound to the foot was healing. Then they could go back for bone grafting. When
the wound was healed in the spring, the shadow in the x-ray revealed that the space was actually filling
in with bone. The doctor learned that from the mouth of this humble farmer came words that were not
idle!
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